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Abstract

We study how revenue-dependent tax policies affect wages, productivity, and wel-

fare in an economy where formal and informal firms co-exist. We use a dynamic

entrepreneurial choice model and bring it to the data to assess the effects of the

Brazilian Simples, a simplified tax scheme that reduces the tax burden of small- and

medium-sized firms. We find that the Simples increases firm formalization, raising

the demand for labor and benefiting workers. Meanwhile, tax collection falls as some

formal firms withhold production to pay lower taxes. Overall, productivity (weighted

by firm size), per capita production, and welfare fall. Alternative policies that reduce

the tax gap between small and large firms perform better in welfare and tax collection

terms.
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1 Introduction

Across the OECD, small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) account for the vast

majority of businesses (99%) and between 50% and 60% of value added (OECD,

2015). Despite their economic importance, SMEs face several challenges to survive

and thrive, which not rarely leads governments to design policies to foster them.1

Among those are revenue-dependent tax rate regimes that provide tax advantages to

SMEs. On the one hand, such policies can expand the tax net by stimulating the

creation and growth of small companies and incentivizing firms to become formal.

On the other hand, tax incentives for SMEs can generate non-negligible firm size

distortions, worsening the misallocation of resources in the economy and leading to

adverse effects on aggregate productivity (Restuccia and Rogerson, 2008; Hsieh and

Klenow, 2009).

What is the impact of revenue-dependent tax policies on wages, tax revenues,

productivity, and welfare? In this paper, we quantify the effects of the Simples

program, a progressive and simplified revenue-based tax scheme, on the Brazilian

economy. In this regime, firms with revenue below a specific threshold face lower tax

rates and reduced tax compliance burdens. Brazil provides an interesting context

to study the impacts of such policies, extensively applied worldwide.2 As a large

developing country where the informal sector employs a substantial share of the labor

force, tax incentives to SMEs affect the economy by changing firms’ choices within the

formal sector and making the shadow economy potentially less attractive. The second

margin of adjustment may generate non-negligible aggregate effects but is absent (or

muted) in environments with reduced informality.

To quantify the impact of the policy, we use a structural approach. Our dynamic

1According to OECD (2015), market failures (associated with entry barriers or incumbents’
market power), finance and cash flow difficulties, and higher compliance cost burden (relative to
their size and lack of accounting skills) are among the main challenges faced by SMEs.

2In Latin America, these include (IDB, 2009): Argentina, the Simplified Regime for Small Tax-
payers (Monotributo); Peru, the New Single Simplified Regime (Nuevo Régimen Único Simplificado
or Nuevo RUS ); and the Dominican Republic, Simple Estimation Regime (Régimen de Estimación
Simple or RES ). Hungary, Italy, and South Africa also apply simplified and presumptive integrated
tax regimes, while Austria, France, Poland, Portugal, and Spain use presumptive income taxation
based on annual revenues (OECD, 2015).
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model builds on Ulyssea (2018), where workers supply labor inelastically, and het-

erogeneous firms observe an (imperfect) signal of their productivity before deciding

whether to start producing and in which sector to do so. In Ulyssea (2018), condi-

tional on firms being productive enough to enter the market, firms can operate either

formally or informally. In our framework, however, firms have an additional choice

margin: entrants can choose between the informal, the standard formal, and the for-

mal sector under the Simples tax scheme. In the latter case, they pay lower taxes

(relative to the standard formal sector) but are size constrained, as their revenue

cannot exceed a pre-determined amount.

One implication of the model is that firm size is positively correlated with pro-

ductivity and sector of activity. More precisely, high-productivity large firms choose

the standard formal sector. Mid-productivity firms choose the Simples sector, as

they want to avoid paying higher tax rates and are happy to keep their companies’

sales below the Simples threshold. Furthermore, low-productivity firms prefer to stay

small in the informal sector, where they manage to avoid taxes. This correlation,

however, is not perfect. As firm owners do not observe the exact productivity level

before entry and sector choice, firms with the same productivity level may end up in

different sectors and have different sizes, i.e., the firm size distributions in the three

sectors overlap. This is an important feature that helps us to take the model to

the data. We estimate the model parameters using a simulated method of moments

and micro-data from RAIS, an administrative dataset of Brazilian firms and workers,

ENCIF, a firm-level survey focused on small establishments (especially those in the

informal sector), and PNAD, a worker-level survey.

In our first exercise, we compare the steady state equilibriums in two economies

with and without Simples. We find that introducing the simplified tax regime in-

creases formalization. Firms moving from the informal to the Simples sector become

larger than they would be in a scenario without the simplified tax regime. At the

same time, some of the formal firms prefer to move to Simples, where they downsize to

pay lower taxes. Overall, the first effect dominates, raising labor demand and increas-

ing wages by more than 3%. The surge in labor costs drives low-productivity firms

out of the market, brings average profits down, and leads to a downsize of all firms
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that do not change from informality to Simples. Consequently, average productivity

(weighted by firm size) falls, and output goes down by approximately 2.7%.

Interestingly, the increase in the tax net due to higher formalization is insufficient

to compensate for the lower tax rates charged by the government in the Simples

regime. Consequently, tax revenues fall with Simples. Even though workers are

better off under Simples, welfare in the economy falls by approximately 3% due to

lower tax collections and profits.

In an alternative exercise, we deviate from Ulyssea (2018) by considering an in-

finitely elastic labor supply. Under this alternative scenario, the Simples program

affects formalization, tax revenues, per capita output, and welfare similarly to our

previous exercise. However, the impacts on total production and profits change qual-

itatively, suggesting that the labor supply elasticity is not innocuous for our results.

Despite the positive effects on wage and formalization, our results show that the

Simples did not benefit the economy as a whole. Could an alternative policy have

performed better? To answer this question, we run additional counterfactual exercises

considering reductions in the tax rate gap between the Simples and the standard

formal sector. This approach allows us to quantify the potential distortions caused

by the gap between the top Simples tax rate (8.6%) and the Standard formal tax rate

(38.65%). Such a large gap makes it very costly for firms with revenues close to the

Simples threshold to move to the standard formal sector. We find that lower tax rate

gaps generally improve welfare relative to our baseline Simples scenario, mainly due to

higher tax revenues and profits. The is evidence that there is scope for improvement

regarding the policy design.

Our paper speaks to a growing literature that studies the effect of regulations on

firm size, productivity, and misallocation of resources. Our main contribution is to

use a structural approach to study the impacts of a tax policy in a context where

informality is critical. Garicano, Lelarge, and Van Reenen (2016) use a structural

model to quantify the effects of labor regulations that restrict the expansion of firms

in France, where informality does not seem to be salient. Similar to our findings,

they show that the welfare costs of the regulations can be substantial and depend on
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how flexible wages are.3 Guner, Ventura, and Yi (2008) analyze how size-dependent

policies that generate firm size distortions affect aggregate outcomes. Using US data,

they calibrate a model (without informality) to show that taxes on capital use that

reduce the average size of establishments and increase the number of firms, unlike

the Simples, lead to reductions in output and output per establishment and generate

substantial effects on the firm size distribution.

Jaramillo, Lima, Sollaci, and Dabla-Norris (2018) extend the framework proposed

by Garicano et al. to examine how size-dependent policies affect firms and workers

in Peru. They show that such regulations are costly for the economy, especially

when labor market frictions are present, leading to lower wages, profits, and output.4

Alvarez and Ruane (2019) use a model based on Ulyssea (2018) to assess the impacts

of labor regulations in the Mexican economy and how they interact with informality.

They find that some reforms produce large effects on informal employment but minor

effects on aggregate productivity.5

Our paper also relates to previous work on the Simples tax regime. Monteiro

and Assunção (2012) and Fajnzylber, Maloney, and Montes-Rojas (2011) employ

reduced form approaches to analyze the effects of the Simples. Piza (2016) revisits

both identification strategies with the same datasets used in previous studies, showing

that the impacts of the Simples on formalization, revenues, employment, and profits

are ambiguous. One of the advantages of our structural approach is that it allows us

to conduct counterfactual exercises to recover the overall impact of the Simples (and

alternative tax policies). Moreover, we manage to account for general equilibrium

effects, which may contaminate the results in reduced-form analysis.

By using a quantitative approach to study the effects of the Simples, we also

contribute to the literature on the effects of tax policies on economies with informal

3Braguinsky, Branstetter, and Regateiro (2011) show that labor market institutions in Portu-
gal prevented high-productivity firms from reaching their optimal size, leading to misallocation of
resources and lower GDP per capita.

4Jaramillo et al. also find that introducing informality in the model does not reduce the negative
impact of the regulations, as informal employment grows at the expense of formal jobs.

5As in Ulyssea’s model, they only consider two sectors, formal and informal, as they focus their
analysis on labor regulations, not on revenue-based simplified tax regimes.
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sectors (Emran and Stiglitz, 2005; Keen, 2008; Gordon and Li, 2009; Kleven, Knudsen,

Kreiner, Pedersen, and Saez, 2011; Dharmapala, Slemrod, and Wilson, 2011). This

theoretical literature claims that the presence of informal sectors can reduce the

efficiency of value-added taxes by limiting governments’ tax capacity, especially in

developing countries with large shadow economies. This result stresses the importance

of adequately accounting for informality in the design of tax policies.

More broadly, we contribute to the literature that analyzes the effects of various

economic policies on informality. La Porta and Shleifer (2008) find characteristics

that differentiate informal firms from formal ones, showing that they tend to be

less productive, smaller, and less capital intensive. Related to La Porta and Shleifer,

de Paula and Scheinkman (2009) build a model with informality and find that informal

firms face several obstacles to growth (compared to formal firms), including higher

capital costs. La Porta and Shleifer (2014) find that informal firms’ attributes make

them unable to compete with firms in the formal sector, implying that the former

tend to disappear in an environment with formal sector evolution. In a structural

framework, Meghir, Narita, and Robin (2015) show that tightening enforcement in

the labor market results in higher wages and in a better allocation of workers (in

terms of job productivity). Ulyssea (2018) analyzes the aggregates effects of policy

changes accounting for the intensive (worker-level) and extensive (firm-level) margins

of informality. He finds an ambiguous association between informality reduction

and welfare and productivity improvements. Haanwinckel and Soares (2021) build a

search model with informality and calibrate the model using Brazilian data. They

show that changes in the workforce composition are responsible for a significant share

of the fall in informality in the country between 2003 and 2012 and that progressive

payroll taxes can effectively reduce informality. Franjo, Pouokam, and Turino (2022)

study how financial frictions interact with informality. They build an entrepreneurial

life-cycle model and calibrate it using Brazilian data, finding that relaxing financial

frictions decreases informality and tax evasion while raising GDP, fiscal revenues, and

productivity.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the main characteristics

of the Simples tax regime. Section 3 presents the theoretical framework. Section 4
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describes our estimation procedure. Section 5 shows the effects of the Simples regime,

while sections 6 and 7 show the results from alternative policies and extensions of the

model. Section 8 offers concluding comments.

2 Background - The Simples Tax System

Brazil is a Federal republic whose government is organized into three levels: federal,

state, and municipal. The tax system follows this organization, i.e., the national tax

system encompasses federal, state, and municipal taxes. This section describes how

the federal tax system was reformed over the years to benefit small firms.

Brazil’s first action to support micro and small businesses can be traced back to

the 1988 Federal Constitution. Constitutional Articles 170 and 179 pose that all levels

of government – federal, state, and municipal – should give differential legal status

and incentives to small enterprises. These should be done through the simplification,

reduction, or removal of administrative, legal, social security, and credit obligations.

The regulation of these Constitutional articles was implemented eight years later

through the creation of “Simples Federal”, henceforth Simples (law 9317 of 1996).

Simples was created to simplify the federal tax system and the collection of contribu-

tions of small businesses. The law also provided a mechanism through which states

and municipalities could, if willing, include their taxes in the program’s simplified

framework. However, states chose not to adhere to Simples, and each one instituted

specific taxes. The consequence was 27 different legal treatments throughout Brazil.

Furthermore, municipalities did not adhere to the Simples tax system, with the ma-

jority not giving benefits to small and micro enterprises.

The second phase to regulate Constitutional articles 170 and 179 was the approval

of the statute of the micro and small business (law 9841 of 1999), which gives admin-

istrative, labor, credit, and development benefits to small firms. However, this was

in the federal sphere, so benefits were limited to federal government action. In 2003,

the Constitutional amendment 042/2003, which altered the national tax regime, was

signed into law. The federal, state, and municipal tax administrations were given
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mechanisms through which they could cooperate, including the sharing of registra-

tion and tax information, which could be done via agreements. The constitutional

amendment also instituted a periodical evaluation of the National Tax System and

the performance of the tax administrations (federal, state, and municipal).

In short, Simples is a unified and simplified monthly payment of some (but not all)

federal taxes and contributions applied to micro (annual revenue up to R$ 120,000,

or USD 40,898) and small (annual revenue greater than R$ 120,000 and up to R$
1,200,000, or USD 408,980) businesses. The Simples tax rate is a function of the

firm’s gross revenue accrued in the previous fiscal year. The total monthly tax to be

paid is levied on current revenue. The Simples tax system imposes unified monthly

payments, which significantly simplifies the tax payment system for the firms enrolled

in the program.6 The previous-year gross revenue brackets, which determine the tax

levels applied to each company, were the following in 2003:

1. For micro-enterprises (annual revenue up to R$ 120,000, or USD 40,898):

(a) up to R$ 60,000.00: 3%;

(b) from R$ 60,000.01 to R$ 90,000.00: 4%;

(c) from R$ 90,000.01 to R$ 120,000.00: 5%;

2. For small businesses (annual revenue greater than R$ 120,000 and up to R$
1,200,000, or USD 408,980):

(a) up to R$ 240,000.00: 5,4%;

(b) from R$ 240,000.01 to R$ 360,000.00: 5.8%;

(c) from R$ 360,000.0 to R$ 480,000.00: 6.2% ;

(d) from R$ 480,000.01 to R$ 600,000.00: 6.6% ;

6The following taxes and contributions are unified in the Simples scheme: IRPJ (the corporate
income tax), PIS/PASEP (the contribution to the social integration and formation programs), CSLL
(the social contribution on net income), COFINS (the contribution to social security financing – in
the standard formal sector, this tax is levied on wages), IPI (taxes over industrialized products) and
employer’s social security contribution.
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(e) from R$ 600,000.01 to R$ 720,000.00: 7%;

(f) from R$ 720,000.01 to R$ 840,000.00: 7.4 % ;

(g) from R$ 840,000.01 to R$ 960,000.00: 7.8%;

(h) from R$ 960,000.01 to R$ 1,080,000.00: 8.2 %;

(i) from R$ 1,080,000.01 to R$ 1,200,000.00: 8.6%;

To put these numbers into perspective, large formal firms can pay almost 40%

of their revenue in taxes, implying that small firms may benefit considerably by

adhering to the Simples tax scheme. Moreover, the significant reduction in the tax

burden associated with the red tape involved in tax payments should reduce the entry

cost in the formal sector and consequently reduce the share of firms operating in the

shadow economy (Monteiro and Assunção, 2012). On the other hand, small formal

firms may find that growing above a certain threshold is too costly for them, as they

have to pay more taxes and deal with a more complex tax system. This can lead to

significant firm size distortions and misallocation of resources in the economy.

Formal firms can also opt between two other tax regimes besides the Simples:

“Presumed profit” and “Real profit”. In the “Presumed profit” regime, firms whose

annual revenue does not exceed R$ 24 million can opt to pay their taxes based on

their revenue (Receita Federal, 2004). Above this threshold, firms must adhere to the

“Real profit” regime, basing their tax payments on their profit. According to Receita

Federal (2004), firms in the “Lucro Real” regime tend to be substantially larger than

firms in other regimes, with average revenue of R$ 11,832,000, compared to average

revenues of R$ 351,000 in the “Presumed Profit” and R$ 88,000 in the Simples.

2.1 Data and Summary Statistics

In our analysis, we label a firm as informal if it does not have a tax identification

number – the “Cadastro Nacional de Pessoa Juŕıdica” (CNPJ) – which means they are

not registered with the tax authorities. Firms without a CNPJ operate in the shadow

economy, not paying taxes and hiring workers without a formal labor contract.
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We use three primary datasets. The first one is RAIS, an administrative dataset

from the mandatory annual reporting of firms in Brazil – firms that do not submit

their labor records are subject to a fine. The government keeps these firms’ registries

to tax companies, calculate unemployment insurance, and create policies for the la-

bor market. Each firm sends the following information about its employees: age,

educational level, occupation, average income, and length of service. To construct

our moments and calibrate some parameters, we use data from 1996 to 2003.

Figure 1 displays the size distribution of formal firms, both in and outside Simples

(labeled “Standard”). We can see a mass of small firms in Brazil, mainly in Simples.

Given that more than 50% of formal Brazilian firms are in Simples, it is paramount

to understand whether Simples induces a distortion in the firm size distribution – and

whether such a distortion is relevant.

Figure 1: Employees Distribution of Formal Firms per Sector - RAIS

Notes: Data from RAIS. We plot the estimated density of the distribution of employees for firms in
the Simples tax regime and for formal firms outside Simples.
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The second dataset is ECINF, which stems from a survey conducted by the In-

stituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estat́ıstica (IBGE) on small businesses, especially

those in the informal sector. IBGE identified informal firms based on past population

surveys by considering respondents who indicated their informal status at the time

and reported employing up to 5 workers – at the moment of the ECINF survey, some

of these firms could have more or fewer employees than reported in the other past

surveys.

The resulting dataset constitutes a representative sample of Brazilian informal

firms with information on firms’ characteristics, such as revenue, expenses, and aver-

age profit, as well as employees’ traits, such as age, occupation, wage, and education

level. However, it is essential to highlight that the survey focuses on informal firms, so

formal firms are under-represented in the sample, especially medium and large ones.

Hence, our results for formal firms based on ECINF in 2003 should be interpreted

with caution in Figures 2 and 3.

With this caveat in mind, Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of employees for

the formal and informal sectors in ECINF. We can see that formal firms are larger

than informal ones. For instance, the informal sector has a substantially larger share

of firms with fewer than two employees. The distributions of the standard formal and

Simples sectors are similar.

Figure 3 plots the estimated probability density function (pdf) of the productivity

distribution in each of the three sectors using the ECINF database. Productivity is

computed as log
(

value added
employees

)
. We can see that the three sectors differ in their pro-

ductivity: informal firms are, on average, less productive, followed by Simples firms

and then formal firms outside Simples. Given that large formal firms are under-

represented in the sample, the productivity differences between the sectors are proba-

bly larger than we observe in ECINF. Note also that the productivity distributions in

the three sectors overlap, an important feature of the data we consider in our model.

Our last database is the “Pesquisa Nacional por Amostra de Domićılios” (PNAD),

which is an annual survey with information on the formality status, wages, and weekly

hours worked for a representative sample of Brazilian individuals in the formal and
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Figure 2: Employees Distribution of Formal and Informal Firms per Sector - ECINF

Notes: Data from ECINF. We estimate the density of the distribution of employees in the standard
formal, Simples, and informal sectors.

informal sectors. We use the data to calculate the average wage in 2003 – which we

will use in our model estimation.

It is important to point out that we do not have data on firm size distribution

by “Presumed profit” and “Real profit” regimes in 2003, which would be key for

calibrating parameters of our model in Section 3 had we considered the two regimes.

For this reason, together with the fact that firms in the “Real profit” regime have, on

average, revenues substantially larger than the Simples legal threshold, in our main

version of the model, we consider a single formal regime that mimics the “Presumed

profit”, as this regime seems more relevant for firms that are near the Simples revenue

threshold.7 And we verify the robustness of our results to an alternative version of

the model that incorporates the “Real profit” regime in Section 5.

7Using more recent data, we can also see that more than 70% of firms that leave Simples (because
their revenue passed the legal threshold) choose the “Presumed profit” regime, suggesting that the
regime is indeed more important than the “Real profit” one for firms in the margin of choosing
Simples.
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Figure 3: Productivity Distribution: log(value added/employees)

Notes: Data from ECINF. We estimate the density of the value added distribution in each of the
three sectors.

3 Model

Our theoretical framework builds on Melitz (2003) and Ulyssea (2018), incorporating

two crucial modifications relative to the second paper. First, we assume three sectors:

one informal sector, one formal Simples sector, and a formal sector with firms outside

Simples (henceforth standard formal). Second, we abstract from the fact that formal

firms may hire employees without formal labor contracts, i.e., in our framework,

formal firms only hire formal workers. This simplification increases the tractability

of the model while still allowing us to study how firms choose their sector of activity

in response to policy changes.
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We study the effects of the tax regime Simples, which is applied to firms whose

revenue is below a given threshold, denoted by R. Our economy consists of a single

factor of production, labor, used by a continuum of firms to produce a final good.

Firms are heterogeneous and indexed by their individual productivity level z. Firms

with a given productivity level z and an amount l of hired workers produce y(z, l) =

zq(l) units of the final good, with q′ > 0 and q′′ < 0. We normalize the price of the

final good to 1. The model is dynamic. At each period t ∈ N, a mass M of entrant

firms chooses their tax regime s before undertaking production. Firms may choose

between three different regimes: (1) informality (i), (2) the standard tax regime (f),

and (3) the Simples tax regime (fs). At each period, incumbent firms die at each

sector with probability ρs, s ∈ {i, f, fs}. We denote the mass of incumbent firms in

sector s by µs.

3.1 Firm’s Problem

Let Πi(z, w) be the profit achieved by a firm in the informal sector. This type of firm

can avoid direct taxes on labor and revenue but has a probability of getting caught

by authorities. This translates into a labor distortion φ(l), with φ′ > 0 and φ′′ > 0.

Increasing and convex expected costs of informality can arise, for example, because

avoiding detection is harder for larger firms (at increasing rates).

Πi(z, w) = maxl≥0{zq(l)− wφ(l)}. (1)

Standard formal firms face an exogenous tax revenue τf and a payroll tax τwf
.

Therefore, the profit function Πf (z, w) is given by

Πf (z, w) = max
l≥0

{(1− τf )zq(l)− (1 + τwf
)wl}. (2)

Formal firms whose revenue is below a cap R can opt to enter the formal sector

with a special tax revenue τfs, namely the Simples regime, with τfs < τf and a

different payroll tax rate τwfs
, with τwfs

< τwf
. Hence, the profit function Πfs(z, w)
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of a firm under Simples is

Πfs(z, w) = max
l≥0

{(1− τfs)zq(l)− (1 + τwfs
)wl}, (3)

st. zq(l) ≤ R

.

All sectors have a fixed cost of operation c̄s, s=i,f,fs. It can be interpreted as the

opportunity cost of being in the sector s. Consequently, the profit net of this fixed

cost is πs(z, w) = Πs(z, w)− c̄s.

3.2 Entry

Before entering the market, entrant firms observe only a signal θ of their actual

productivity, which is drawn independently across firms according to a distribution

G, where G is absolutely continuous in (0,∞) and all its moments are finite. Every

period, we have a mass M of possible entrants. To enter each sector, firms face an

entry cost of Es, where Ef > Efs > Ei. This assumption reflects the increasing

bureaucracy associated with the formalization of firms. Moreover, as the Simples

tax scheme is substantially simpler than the regular tax scheme for formal firms,

entry costs for standard formal firms are the highest among the three sectors. This

may happen because standard formal firms may need to spend extra money with

accountants and lawyers to deal with the red tape excess in the standard formal

sector.

After entering a sector, a firm extracts from the conditional cumulative distribu-

tion function F (z|θ) their actual productivity level z. If their realized productivity

level is small enough, a firm in sector s immediately leaves the market, i.e., if z < z̄s,

where z̄s is given by πs(z̄s, w) = 0, a firm immediately leaves. Otherwise, the firm

begins production and becomes an incumbent in the following periods. As previously

described, in each period, incumbents exogenously die with rate ρs at each sector s.

In light of the above discussion, firms choosing sector s have the following post-
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entry value function

Vs(z, w) = max

{
0,
πs(z, w)

ρs

}
,

and the following pre-entry expected value function

V e
s (θ, w) =

∫
Vs(z, w)dF (z|θ), s = i, f, fs. (4)

Hence, firms with a given θ decide whether and in which sector to enter by fol-

lowing the rules below:

1. Do not enter if maxs{V e
s (θ, w)− Es} < 0.

2. Enter in sector s′ if V e
s′(θ, w)− Es′ ≥ 0

and s′ = argmaxs{V e
s (θ, w)− Es}.

If the entry in the three sectors is positive (not necessarily for the same firm), the

following entry conditions are valid:8

V e
i

(
θ̄i, w

)
= Ei,

V e
fs

(
θ̄fs, w

)
= V e

i

(
θ̄fs, w

)
+ (Efs − Ei),

V e
f

(
θ̄f , w

)
= V e

fs

(
θ̄f , w

)
+ (Ef − Efs),

(5)

where θ̄s is the pre-entry productivity signal of the last firm to enter sector s =

i, fs, f . For example, firm θ̄f is indifferent between the Simples and the standard

formal sectors. So all firms with θ > θ̄f enter the standard formal sector.

3.3 Labor Supply, Demand and Welfare

We assume an inelastic labor supply, L̄, and that the representative household enjoys

utility from consuming the final good. Household members cannot save, so they

8We focus on an equilibrium where firms with high signals choose the standard formal sector,
firms with mid signals choose the Simples, and firms with low signals choose informality. This is the
most likely outcome given that Ef > Efs > Ei and that labor costs are convex for informal firms.
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consume their income. Hence, welfare W is given by total consumption, which is

equal to w.L̄+Π+ T , i.e., equals the sum of total wage payments, total profits (net

of entry costs), and total tax revenues.

3.4 Equilibrium

We analyze the behavior of the model in the steady state. In equilibrium, the labor

market clears (total labor demand from the three sectors equals L̄). The zero profit

condition holds in the three sectors such that z > zs in sector s, where πs(z̄s, w) = 0.

The free entry conditions 5 hold in all sectors with equality if entry is positive in the

three sectors.

Finally, the size of the sectors remains constant in the steady state equilibrium.

This implies that the number of successful entrants (i.e., firms which choose a sector

and do not immediately die) must be equal to the number of firms that die in each

sector in every period. This gives us the last equilibrium condition:

µs =
1− Fzs (z̄s)

ρs
Ms, (6)

where µs is the mass of active firms for each sector, and Ms is the measure of

entrants for each sector: Mf = [1 − G(θ̄f )]M for the standard formal sector; Mfs =

[G(θ̄f ) − G(θ̄fs)]M for the Simples sector; and, finally, Mi = [G(θ̄fs) − G(θ̄i)]M

for the Informal sector. 1 − Fzs(z̄s) is the (unconditional) probability that a firm

survives in sector s. We derive it from the following sectorial post-entry unconditional

productivity distributions:

fzi(x) =
1

G(θ̄fs)−G(θ̄i)

∫ θ̄fs

θ̄i

f(x/θ)dG(θ),

fzfs(x) =
1

G(θ̄f )−G(θ̄fs)

∫ θ̄f

θ̄fs

f(x/θ)dG(θ),

fzf (x) =
1

1−G(θ̄f )

∫ ∞

θ̄f

f(x/θ)dG(θ).
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Fzs(z̄s) is the (unconditional) probability that a firm exits sector s after observing

its productivity draw, or simply the cumulative distribution function derived from

fzs(x) at the point z̄s.

This definition of equilibrium allows us to pin down the number of firms in each

sector from the mass of entrants and the exit rate, which will be crucial in computing

some moments when estimating our model.

4 Estimation

4.1 Parametrization

The pre-entry productivity distribution is assumed to be Pareto:

Fθ(θ ≥ x) =

{ (
η
x

)δ
for x ≥ η,

1 for x < η.
(7)

We then parametrize the post-entry productivity process as follows:

z = θ · ϵ,

ϵ ∼ log -normal (0, σ2).
(8)

We use the span-of-control formulation from Lucas (1978), y(z, ls) = zlαs with α < 1.

The informal sector’s extensive marginal cost is defined as ϕ(l) = l(1+ l/bi). Finally,

the fixed costs for each tax regime are c̄s = γsw with 0 < γs ≤ 1.

4.2 Calibration

We calibrate the following vector of parameters:

Ω =
{
τwf

, τwfs
, τfs, τf , ρf , ρfs, η, R, γf

}
.
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τwf
= 0.375 is calibrated based on statutory values similar to Ulyssea (2018).9

τwfs
= 0.175 is similar to τw except for the employer’s social security contribution,

which is charged within Simples’s revenue taxes. τf = 0.3865 correspond to IR (15%),

IPI (20%) and PIS/COFINS (3,65%). The revenue taxes and revenue brackets for

Simples are the same defined in Section 5, τfs= {0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.054, 0.058, 0.062,
0.066, 0.07, 0.074, 0.078, 0.082, 0.086} andR = 100, 000 x (0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5,

0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1), each τfs has the previous-year gross revenue brackets as a refer-

ence.

The exit probabilities in the Simples and standard formal sectors are set to ρf =

0.0111 and ρfs = 0.0123, respectively. These are estimated using a panel dataset

constructed from RAIS by calculating the death probability of firms. η establishes as

one the minimum firm size and γf is defined as one.

4.3 Estimation method

We will use a Minimum Distance (MD) estimator to the 10x1 ψ vector of parameters

from our model:

ψ = {ρi, bi, δ, α, Ef , Ei, Efs, σ, γi, γfs} .

Define m = h(ψ) as a vector of reduced-form parameters, where h(ψ) maps the

parameters into the reduced-form parameters. We also have a vector of moments

from the data m̂. So, the MD estimator of ψ first estimates m by m̂ and then chooses

an estimator ψ̂ of ψ by making the distance between m̂ and h(ψ̂) as small as possible.

We use a weighted Euclidean distance to compute the distance between m̂ and the

model vector of moments h(ψ). In particular, each moment is weighted by the inverse

of its sampling variance.

9employer’s social security contribution (20%), direct payroll tax (9%), and severance contribu-
tions (FGTS) (8.5%)
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Our minimum distance estimator solves

min
ψ∈Ψ

{m̂− h(ψ)}′Ŵ{m̂− h(ψ)}, (9)

where Ψ is the parameter space, and Ŵ is a diagonal matrix with the inverses of the

sampling variances of each moment in the diagonal. Given the non-differentiability of

our moments and potential non-convexity in parameters, we use simulated annealing

to solve the minimization problem above.

4.3.1 Moments

In our estimation, we must choose moments to match their model counterparts. We

will use: (1) the share of firms in each sector and by firm size (e.g., the overall

share of informal firms, share of Simples firms among all firms with more than fifty

workers), as well as (2) moments related to the size distribution in each sector, e.g.,

the share among informal firms of those with up to four workers. We label (1) general

share moments; and (2) within-sector share moments. Given this notation, we use

the following 12 moments in the estimation: general overall share informal; general

overall share Simples, general share Simples more than 50 workers; within-sector share

informal up to 4; within-sector share Simples up to 4, between 4 to 10, between 10 to

20, between 20 to 50 workers; within-sector share standard formal up to 4 workers,

between 4 to 10, between 10 to 20 workers, and between 20 to 50 workers.

4.4 Estimation results

Table 1 shows our calibrated and estimated parameters.
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Table 1: Parameters

Parameters Model fit Source
τwf

: Standard payroll tax 0.375 Statutory
τwfs

: Simples payroll tax 0.175 Statutory
τf : Revenue tax 0.3865 Statutory

τfs: Revenue tax Simples (in percentage points)
(3, 4, 5, 5.4, 5.8, 6.2,
6.6, 7, 7.4, 7.8, 8.2, 8.6)

Statutory

R: Bound Simples (in thousands of 2003 BRL)
(5, 7.5, 10, 20, 30, 40,
50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100)

Statutory

ρf : Formal sector’s exit probability 0.01225 Calibrated
ρfs: Simples sector’s exit probability 0.0134 Calibrated
γf : Per-period fixed cost of operation (Standard) 1 Calibrated
ρi: Informal sector’s exit probability 0.01371 Estimated
α: alpha 0.500 Estimated
bi: Extensive mg.cost 2.492 Estimated
δ: Pareto’s shape parameter 1.383 Estimated
η: Pareto’s location parameter 18.484 Estimated
σ: Post-entry shock variance 1.376 Estimated
Ef : Formal sector’s entry cost 9519.63 Estimated
Efs: Simples sector’s entry cost 7605.94 Estimated
Ei: Informal sector’s entry cost 818.48 Estimated
γfs: Per-period fixed cost of operation (Simples) 0.777 Estimated
γi: Per-period fixed cost of operation (Informal) 0.092 Estimated

Notes: Formal, Simples and Informal sector estimates results (R$ 2003).

From the panel data estimation using RAIS, we know that it is more likely that

Simples firms – relative to standard formal ones – do not survive from one period to

the other. In addition, our model estimates indicate that firms in the informal sector

are the most likely to exit.

The Pareto’s shape parameter indicates that our signal distribution has heavy

tails. This is supported by the data: the size distributions in each sector (see 1) –

from which the shape parameter is identified – display heavy tails.

Table 2 shows our model fit. It compares the estimated moments to the data ones.

We can see that our model matches the data reasonably well.
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Table 2: Model Fit

Moments Data Model
General share of Informal firms:
Overall 0.745 0.747

General share of Simples firms:
Overall 0.125 0.128
>50 employees 0.094 0.102

Within-sector share of Informal firms:
≤ 4 employees 0.992 0.983

Within-sector share of Simples firms:
≤ 4 employees 0.689 0.677
5-10 employees 0.202 0.209
11-20 employees 0.072 0.066
21-50 employees 0.030 0.041

Within-sector share of Formal firms:
≤ 4 employees 0.623 0.634
5-10 employees 0.175 0.197
11-20 employees 0.085 0.081
21-50 employees 0.062 0.048

Notes: Model Fit. Informal moments from ECINF (Pesquisa de economia informal urbana) database;
Simples and Formal sectors moments from RAIS (Relação Anual de Informações Sociais) database.

5 The Simples Effects

5.1 Aggregate Effects

We start by analyzing the aggregate effects of the Simples tax regime by contrasting

a counterfactual economy without Simples to the economy with Simples we observe

in the data. The latter corresponds to an economy where parameters are fixed at the

estimated values; the former removes the Simples regime by setting the revenue cap

to 0.

Figure 4 plots the equilibrium expected value functions net of entry costs (V e
s (θ)−

Es) against the pre-entry productivity signal θ by sector in the economy without

Simples. In this scenario, firms do not have a “cheaper” formal sector provided by

the Simples tax regime. Low-productivity firms choose the informal sector. These

firms correspond to 87.13% of successful entrant firms. In contrast, 12.87% of entrant
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Figure 4: Expected Value Function vs. Pre-entry Productivity Signal - without
Simples
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Notes: The Figure shows the expected value functions (net of entry costs) per sector in an economy
without Simples. 87.13% of successful entrant firms are in the informal sector, and 12.87% are in
the formal sector.

firms – the most productive – enter the formal sector.

What happens in this economy when we introduce the Simples tax regime? The

solid lines in Figure 5 show the value functions with Simples. We can see that the

expected firm values in the formal and informal sectors shift to the right, meaning

that the same productivity signal generates a lower expected value for firms in the two

sectors. Therefore, one of the consequences of introducing Simples is that the least

productive firms cannot survive: firms with productivity signals below θ̄i (the point

where the value function of the informal firm is zero in the scenario with Simples)

leave the market. The mechanisms behind this effect will become clear shortly.
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Figure 5: Expected Value Function vs. Pre-entry Productivity Signal
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Notes: The Figure shows the expected value functions (net of entry costs) per sector in an economy
with Simples (solid lines) and an economy without Simples (dashed lines). For Simples, 75.97%
of successful entrant firms are in the informal sector, 11.18% enter the formal sector, and 12.85%
choose the Simples. 73.64% of successful entrant firms that opt for the Simples sector would choose
the informal sector in an economy without Simples. At the same time, the remaining 26.35% would
prefer the standard formal sector in an economy without Simples.
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The intersections between the value functions with the Simples regime (solid lines)

can help us to understand which firms change sectors and which firms remain in

their original sector of activity. First, the informal and Simples solid lines intersect

at θ̄fs. The firms with productivity signal between θ̄i and θ̄fs always choose the

informal sector, even when Simples is available. This happens because they are low-

productivity firms that want to remain small.

Looking at the other extreme, all the firms with productivity signals above θ̄f

always choose the standard formal sector, even when they have the opportunity to

pay lower taxes and entry costs with Simples. This happens because they obtain

a high-productivity signal and expect their optimal production level to exceed the

Simples upper bound.

We can also recover from which sectors Simples firms come from. Firms with

productivity signals between θ̄0f and θ̄f switched from the formal to the Simples sector,

while firms with productivity signal between θ̄fs and θ̄
0
f switched from the informal

to the Simples sector.

Table 3 summarizes the changes between sectors from the economy without Sim-

ples to the economy with Simples. First, note that 2.2% of informal firms become

unprofitable and need to leave the market when the new tax regime is available. 20%

of firms previously in the formal sector move to the Simples regime, while 1.8% of

informal firms change to the Simples regime. Even though a small share of informal

firms switch to the Simples regime, they constitute the vast majority of the firms

adhering to the program, 73.64% – see Figure 5. Put another way, 73.64% of the

Simples firms would prefer to stay in informality were it not for the tax benefits of

the regime.

Table 4 shows that with tax incentives, informal firms moving to Simples produce

61.5% more, their average size is 200% higher, and, naturally, they now contribute to

the government budget through taxes. Therefore, the Simples tax regime incentivizes

the formalization of low-productivity firms, encouraging them to produce more and

hire more employees.

The remaining 26.36% of Simples entrants originally came from the standard sec-
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Table 3: Switchers - Simples

Changes from an economy without Simples to an economy with Simples

Standard → Simples 20 %
Informal → Simples 1.8 %
Closed firms - (Informal) 2.2 %

Notes: Sector changes from an economy without Simples to an economy with Simples regime. The
numbers correspond to all entrants firms. For example, 20% of entrants in the Standard sector in
an economy without Simples choose to change to the Simples sector in an economy with Simples
(considering successful and unsuccessful entrants).

Table 4: Simples Firms

Informal to Simples = 73.64% Standard to Simples = 26.36%
Without
Simples

With
Simples

Without
Simples

With
Simples

Average firm size 1 3.051 1 0.841

Output
Total 1 1.615 1 0.603
Average 1 1.615 1 0.603

Productivity
Average 1 1 1 1
Weighted average 1 0.904 1 0.205

Taxes
Tax revenue - - 1 0.099
Payroll tax - - 1 0.406
Total tax - - 1 0.154

Notes: Aggregate effects of the Simples by firms’ sector of origin. See the Appendix for details of
the calculations. 73.64% of successful entrant firms in the Simples sector would choose the informal
sector in an economy without Simples. The remaining 26.36% in Simples would choose the formal
sector in an economy without Simples.

tor. Simples drives these firms towards a sector with lower costs and taxes but limited

production generated by the revenue cap. These firms were the least productive in

the standard formal sector when Simples was unavailable. We can see that in the

equilibrium with Simples, these firms produce 39.7% less and are five times less pro-

ductive than before, on average. Also, they pay only 15.4% of the previous revenue

taxes and hire 15.9% less.
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Simples incentivizes the formalization and growth of small and low-productivity

firms, while limiting the size of mid-productivity formal firms. So what are the

aggregate effects of the policy? Table 5 shows the aggregate impacts. Wages rise by

approximately 3.3% with Simples. As informal firms move to the Simples sector and

augment their size, they increase the demand for labor and bring wages up. This

wage rise drives very low-productivity (informal) firms out of the market. This labor

market competition effect that forces firms to leave the market is similar to the one

in Melitz (2003).

We can also see that total output decreases in the economy with Simples. This

means that the increase in output of the 73.64% initially informal (and now Simples)

firms is not enough to compensate for the loss in output of the 26.36% of firms

that moved from the formal to the Simples tax regime, as well as the decrease in

output of always informal and always formal firms that diminish their size (or die)

due to higher wages. Average TFP is 2.9% higher with Simples due to less productive

informal firms leaving the market. Nonetheless, average TFP weighted by firm size

decreases, as some workers are shifted from more productive formal firms to (less

productive) Simples firms.

The Simples regime generates a fall of 9.3% in total tax revenue, i.e., the gain in

tax revenues generated by the rise in formal firms is not enough to compensate for

the rate reductions of Simples, which is reflected in total revenue tax collection being

7.8% smaller. Payroll tax collection decreases since Simples firms face a lower tax rate.

Given that one of the policy’s objectives was to incentivize formalization and raise

tax collection by reducing tax evasion (Monteiro and Assunção, 2012; Fajnzylber,

Maloney, and Montes-Rojas, 2011; Piza, 2016), this result shows that the policy

missed the target. This is because the policy generates a firm size distortion: mid-

productivity firms that would otherwise be large tend to stay small by adhering to

the Simples regime.

Even though wages rise, the firm size distortion and fall in tax revenues generated

by the policy imply a fall in total profits and welfare of the economy with Simples.

Hence, workers benefit from the rise in labor demand, but the overall economy loses
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with the Simples tax scheme.

In the Appendix, we show that our results are robust to the possibility of firms

selecting the “Real profit” regime when they move to the standard formal sector.

We consider a profit tax rate that is 15 p.p. higher than the revenue tax rate in

the “Presumed profit” regime. Column 2 of Table 10 shows that the results are

quantitatively and qualitatively similar to our main results, suggesting that the option

for the “Real profit” regime is not of first-order importance for firms in the margin

of choosing the Simples.

Table 5: Aggregate Effects - Simples

Without
Simples

With
Simples

Total employees 1 1
Average firm size 1 1.049
Wages 1 1.033
Mass of firms 1 0.954

Productivity
Average 1 1.029
Weighted average 1 0.909

Output
Total 1 0.973
Average 1 1.020

Taxes
Revenue tax 1 0.907
Payroll tax 1 0.988
Total tax 1 0.922

Profit 1 0.975
Welfare 1 0.970

Notes: Aggregate effects of the Simples. Comparison between the economy without Simples with
the economy with Simples. See the Appendix for details of the calculations.
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5.2 Heterogeneous Effects

In this section, we analyze the impacts of the Simples across different groups of firms.

We measure the impact as the log difference between the net expected value in the

baseline scenario (without Simples) and the counterfactual scenario (with Simples):

∆(θ) = log
(
V e,counterfactual
s (θ)− Ecounterfactual

s

)
− log

(
V e,baseline
s (θ)− Ebaseline

s

)
.

We divide the firms into four groups, which are Always Standard (firms that always

choose to be in the standard sector), Always Informal (firms that always choose to

be in the informal sector), switcher Standard to Simples (firms that choose to switch

from the standard to the Simples sector) and switcher Informal to Simples (firms that

choose to switch from the informal to the Simples sector).
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Figure 6: Heterogeneous Effects of the Simples
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(b) Always Informal
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(c) Standard to Simples
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(d) Informal to Simples

Notes: The figure shows the differences (across an economy with Simples and an economy without
Simples) in the (log) expected value function net of entry costs for different productivity signals. We
show the results for four groups of firms: Always Standard in panel a (firms that always choose to be
in the standard sector), Always Informal in panel b (firms that always choose to be in the informal
sector), switcher Standard to Simples in panel c (firms that choose to switch from the standard to
the Simples sector) and switcher Informal to Simples in panel d (firms that choose to switch from
the informal to the Simples sector).

Figure 6 shows that the surge in wages caused by the Simples hurts all the standard

sector firms and the less productive informal firms (panels a and b), as well as most

of the switchers from informal to Simples (panel d), the exception being the most

productive ones, which can grow more substantially. It benefits the switchers from

standard to Simples (panel c) since they face lower tax rates.
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6 Alternative Tax Policies

In the previous section, we saw that the Simples regime generates important economic

consequences, incentivizing some firms to remain small and diminishing welfare and

tax revenues. Given these results, a natural question arises: could the policy have been

more effective in terms of revenue collection and welfare? Could the government have

generated lower levels of misallocation? To better understand the role and effects

of the Simples and similar tax policies in the Brazilian economy, we conduct four

counterfactual exercises. We consider: (i) An economy where Simples is available for

all companies (by removing the revenue cap and equalizing the formal sector entry

costs); (ii) A higher Simples tax rate; (iii) A lower formal tax rate; And (iv), the

second and third counterfactuals combined. Tables 6 and 7 show the results of the

four exercises.

6.1 Simples for All

In our first exercise, we simulate an economy where all formal firms (in Simples or not)

have to pay the maximum Simples tax rate (τf = τfs = 0.086). There is no revenue

cap. Firms in the standard formal sector have the same entry cost (Ef = Efs), fixed

cost (cf = cfs), and payroll tax (τw = τws) as in the Simples sector. Hence, we have an

economy with a single tax rate and two sectors (informal and Simples) where formal

firms face a lower tax burden than in the baseline economy.

In Table 6, we see that less productive Simples firms are driven to the informal

sector, with 31.3% of informal firms leaving the market. This is due to an increase

in labor demand by more productive standard formal firms – in equilibrium, wages

and weighted average TFP increase by 73.6% and 15.9%, respectively – see Table 7.

Average output and total output are also higher.

Total tax collection falls by 51% because large formal firms’ tax rates are signifi-

cantly lower. With lower taxes, they increase their size, leading to a rise in weighted

average TFP, profits, and slightly higher output in the economy. Despite the steep

decrease in the tax rate, higher profits and wages increase welfare. This policy seems
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to solve the firm size distortion issue generated by the Simples tax regime, which pe-

nalizes firm growth. However, at the cost of forcing low-productivity informal firms

to leave the market.

In the following three exercises, we apply minor changes to tax rates of formal

and/or Simples firms to decrease the tax gap between them. These changes should

reduce the firm size distortion generated by policies that penalize firm growth but

only partially eliminate them.

6.2 Higher Simples Tax Rate

In this exercise, we decrease the gap in the tax rate of formal firms by increasing the

Simples tax rates. We increase the tax rate until 20% of Simples firms move to the

standard sector.

With higher production costs in the Simples sector, a decrease in labor demand

leads to a 2.2% wage fall. As we can see in Table 6, 20% of the more productive

Simples firms move to the standard formal sector due to the close in the tax gap,

but 60% switch to the informal sector due to the rise in taxes. Overall, larger high-

productivity firms produce more, leading to higher weighted TFP. The total tax

revenue in the economy increases by 8.3%, mainly because of higher tax rates. Total

profits increase – the increase in profits for large firms outweighs the decrease for

small firms. In the end, welfare goes up in the economy.

6.3 Lower Standard Formal Tax Rate

In this counterfactual, we diminish the tax gap by reducing taxes in the standard

formal sector. Like the last exercise, we diminish the tax rate until 20% of Simples

firms switch to the standard sector.

Contrary to the last exercise, lower taxes lead to a rise in labor demand and

wages, leading the least productive firms out of the market – 0.5% of informal firms

close. The rise in wages leads 20% of the low-productivity Simples firms to switch to

the informal sector, while lower tax rates lead 20% of the high-productivity Simples
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firms to move to the standard formal tax regime. Similar to the last exercise, the

positive effects experienced by more productive firms outweigh the negative impacts

on smaller firms, leading to overall higher profits. In this economy, firms are larger

and produce more. The welfare in the economy improves.

6.4 Higher Simples and Lower Standard Formal Tax Rates

In the two previous exercises, we addressed the gap in tax rates by either increasing

taxes for Simples’s firms or lowering taxes for standard’s firms. We now combine the

two exercises by decreasing the gap until 20% of Simples firms return to the standard

sector.

The results are qualitatively similar to our last exercise, showing that the effects

of cutting taxes for formal firms seem to dominate the effects of raising taxes for

Simples firms for the values of tax changes we consider. We have an economy where

the weighted average TFP, output, and profits are higher compared to a scenario with

Simples. The welfare increases by 3%. Even though it is beyond the scope of this

paper to propose an optimal tax policy, we show evidence that the current tax profile

can be improved by reducing firm size distortions.

Table 6: Switchers - Other Tax Policies

From Simples Simples for all
Simples tax
rate higher

Standard tax
rate lower

Simples tax
rate higher

+
Standard tax
rate lower

Simples → Informal 0 60% 20% 40%
Simples → Standard 0 20% 20% 20%
Standard → Simples 100% 0 0

Closed firms - Informal 31.3% 0 0.5% 0

Notes: The table compares the share of firms moving from an economy with Simples to counterfactual
economies considering other tax policies. For example, the third column shows that when the
standard tax rate decreases, 20% of the firms previously entering in the Simples sector now enter in
the informal sector, while 20% now choose the standard formal sector. At the same time, 0.5% of
the informal firms close.
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Table 7: Aggregate Effects - Other Tax Policies

With
Simples

Simples for all
Simples tax
rate higher

Standard tax
rate lower

Simples tax
rate higher

+
Standard tax
rate lower

Total employees 1 1 1 1 1
Wages 1 1.736 0.978 1.016 0.991
Mass of firms 1 0.515 1.024 0.969 1.002
Average firm size 1 1.943 0.975 1.037 1.008

Productivity
Average 1 1.520 0.986 1.022 1.002
Weighted average 1 1.159 1.081 1.063 1.079

Output
Total 1 1.069 1.025 1.025 1.028
Average 1 2.074 1.001 1.058 1.029

Taxes
Revenue tax 1 0.338 1.097 1.045 1.081
Payroll tax 1 1.135 1.022 1.080 1.049
Total tax 1 0.490 1.083 1.052 1.075

Profit 1 1.177 1.016 1.015 1.016
Welfare 1 1.088 1.029 1.028 1.030

Notes: Aggregate effects of other tax policies compared to an economy with Simples. See the
Appendix for details of the calculations.

7 Elasticity of Labor Supply

Up to this point, all our results rely on the fact that labor is inelastically supplied,

so wages fully adjust to accommodate changes in labor demand. To verify the role

of labor supply, we re-run our counterfactual exercises considering the other extreme

case where wages are fixed, and labor supply is infinitely elastic.
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7.1 Simples Effects - Infinitely Elastic Labor Supply

Table 8 shows the first set of results, comparing an economy with Simples to an econ-

omy without Simples. Relative to Table 5, note that the mass of firms now increases.

As labor costs remain fixed, low-productivity firms can still profitably operate in the

economy despite the rise in labor demand. As we have no low-productivity firms

leaving the market, average productivity falls. Firm size distortions are still present:

weighted average productivity decreases slightly more than before (10.6%).

With fixed wages, total output increases by 1.3%, the opposite of the flexible wage

case (2.7% fall). However, per capita production falls more than in the flexible wage

case, given that the number of workers increased by 8.8%. Despite the increase in total

output, total tax revenues are lower (because of lower Simples tax rates). As we have

more firms in the market, total profits increase. The negative effect on tax revenues

dominates the positive impacts on profits, leading to lower welfare (per capita). In

sum, despite the qualitative similarity regarding tax revenues, formalization, and per

capita production and welfare predictions, the two polar assumptions about the labor

supply elasticity generate meaningful differences.
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Table 8: Simples - Infinitely Elastic Labor Supply

Without
Simples

With
Simples
Inelastic

With
Simples
Elastic

Total employees 1 1 1.088
Average firm size 1 1.049 1.066
Wages 1 1.033 1
Mass of firms 1 0.954 1.020

Productivity
Average 1 1.029 0.988
Weighted average 1 0.909 0.894

Output
Total 1 0.973 1.013
Average 1 1.020 0.993

Taxes
Revenue tax 1 0.907 0.943
Payroll tax 1 0.988 1.040
Total tax 1 0.922 0.960

Profit 1 0.975 1.012
Welfare 1 0.970 1.012
Welfare - per capita 1 0.969 0.930

Notes: Aggregate effects of the Simples. Comparison between the economy without Simples with
the economy with Simples. Column 2 considers an inelastic labor supply, while column 3 considers
an infinitely elastic labor supply. See the Appendix for details of the calculations.

7.2 Other Tax Policies - Infinitely Elastic Labor Supply

The results of most of our alternative tax policies are qualitatively similar under fixed

wages, the main difference being that firms now do not have the incentive to switch

to (from) the informal sector due to changes in labor costs. There are other essential

differences, as shown in Table 9. For example, the “Simples for all” counterfactual

shows different magnitudes compared to Table 7. Total output now almost doubles,

compared to a modest increase of 7% when the labor supply was inelastic, while tax

revenues fall by only 6.2% (versus a previous 51% fall). Notably, the policy is now

welfare (per capita) decreasing. The differences are less pronounced or nonexistent
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in the three other policies. Nonetheless, this section’s general message is that the

labor supply elasticity assumption is not innocuous to quantify the effects of the tax

policies we consider.

Table 9: Other Tax Policies - Infinitely Elastic Labor Supply

With
Simples

Simples for all
Simples tax
rate higher

Standard tax
rate lower

Simples tax
rate higher

+
Standard tax
rate lower

Total employees 1 3.270 0.922 1.052 0.978
Mass of firms 1 1.153 0.998 0.991 1.001
Average firm size 1 2.837 0.925 1.062 0.978

Productivity
Average 1 0.951 1.000 1.008 1.000
Weighted average 1 1.089 1.070 1.049 1.036

Output
Total 1 1.993 0.968 1.047 0.992
Average 1 1.728 0.970 1.057 0.991

Taxes
Revenue tax 1 0.647 0.982 1.067 0.987
Payroll tax 1 2.169 0.922 1.116 0.985
Total tax 1 0.938 0.970 1.076 0.987

Profit 1 2.286 0.990 1.033 1.007
Welfare 1 2.081 0.966 1.053 0.993
Welfare - per capita 1 0.636 1.047 1 1.014

Notes: Aggregate effects of other tax policies compared to an economy with Simples. In all cases
we consider an infinitely elastic labor supply. See the Appendix for details of the calculations.
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8 Conclusion

There is no consensus among national governments about the best method to levy

firm taxes, given that the related costliness and potential distortions are not usually

fully known. In developing countries, where informality can be quite large, these

distortions and their effects can be particularly sizeable. We have contributed to

this issue by exploring a structural approach based on Ulyssea (2018), whereby we

introduce a revenue-dependent tax rate regime that mimics Brazil’s Simples. The

theoretical framework allows us to analyze the effect of the tax policy on the size and

productivity distribution of firms, as well as on several other economically insightful

outcomes.

We estimate our model using a combination of survey and administrative data on

Brazilian firms. Our estimates show that the Simples tax regime decreases informality.

On the other hand, total revenue tax collection, (size-weighted) average productivity,

and per capita output fall, leading to a drop in welfare. Effects on other key outcomes,

such as profits and total production, depend on assumptions about the labor supply

elasticity.

The fact that the Simples increased formalization without increasing overall tax

revenues, one of its objectives (Monteiro and Assunção, 2012), raises the possibility

of alternative policies that can outperform the Simples. We show that alternative tax

policies that close that tax rate gap between the Simples and the standard formal

sector perform better than the Simples in terms of firms’ profits, tax revenue, and

welfare at the cost of more informality. These results suggest that there is scope for

improvement of the policy.
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A Measures

A.1 Mass of firms

Mass of firms =
∑

s∈{f,fs,i}

Mass of successful entrantss
ρs

(10)

A.2 Average firm size

Average firm size =

∑
s∈{f,fs,i}Total workerss

Mass of firms
(11)
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A.3 Average productivity

Avg. productivity =

∑
s∈{f,fs,i}Mass of firmss x Avg. productivitys

Mass of firms
(12)

A.4 Weighted average productivity

Weighted Avg. productivity =
∑

s∈{f,fs,i}

(Productivity x Workers)s
Total workerss

x
Total workerss
Total workers

(13)

where

(Productivity x Workers)s =
∑

fi∈ firms in sector s

zfilfi

A.5 Total output

Total output =
∑

s∈{f,fs,i}

Output of active firmss (14)

Output = zlα

A.6 Average output

Average output =
Total output

Mass of firms
(15)

A.7 Weighted average output

Weighted Avg. output =
∑

s∈{f,fs,i}

(Output x Workers)s
Total workerss

x
Total workerss
Total workers

(16)

where

(Output x Workers)s =
∑

fi∈ firms in sector s

zfil
α
filfi
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A.8 Revenue tax

Revenue tax =
∑

s∈{f,fs}

Outputs x τs (17)

A.9 Payroll tax

Payroll tax =
∑

s∈{f,fs}

Total workerss x τw (18)

A.10 Total tax

Total tax = Revenue Tax + Payroll tax (19)

A.11 Profit

Profit =
∑

s∈{f,fs,i}

Profit of active firmss - Entry costss (20)

A.12 Welfare

Welfare = Total tax + Profit + (w x Total workers) (21)
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B Other Tables and Figures

B.1 “Presumed Profit” and “Real Profit” Regimes

Table 10: Simples - “Real Profit” and “Presumed Profit” Regimes

Without
Simples

With
Simples
Inelastic

With
Simples
Elastic

Total employees 1 1 1.044
Average firm size 1 1.028 1.031
Wages 1 1.021 1
Mass of firms 1 0.973 1.012

Productivity
Average 1 1.017 0.994
Weighted average 1 0.919 0.919

Output
Total 1 0.978 0.999
Average 1 1.005 0.987

Taxes
Revenue tax 1 0.939 0.960
Payroll tax 1 0.973 0.995
Total tax 1 0.918 0.938

Profit 1 0.987 1.009
Welfare 1 0.970 0.991
Welfare - per capita 1 0.968 0.949

Notes: Aggregate effects of the Simples. Comparison between the economy without Simples with
the economy with Simples. All scenarios consider that firms can choose either the “Presumed
profit” regime or the “Real profit” regime when moving to the standard formal sector. Column 2
considers an inelastic labor supply, while column 3 considers an infinitely elastic labor supply. See
the Appendix for details of the calculations.
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